
Only through mutual cooperation, communal

resistance and group struggle has man survived

truly superior physical threats and dangers

throughout history, e.g. lions, harsh

environments, tornadoes, floods, famines, defeat

or subjugation after total wars, etc.

Unless we now struggle together to begin

building a new world, we haven't much of a hope

of future survival, by leaving our fates in the

hands of creatures who are destroying our entire

living habitat and mass murdering societies in

the name of reaping individual profits.

Those who do not accept the foregoing facts

and analyses have little to no understanding of

the principles that underlie social survival,

much less revolution. It is such people who

reduce revolution to empty debates, symbolic

rhetoric and posturing, counterproductive

rioting, temporary fads, personality and group

cults, and other ego serving searches for

special recognition, while millions live and die

in suffering and squalor, as the whole of us

teeter on the brink of extinction.
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Revolution - A Blueprint

1. The Role of Economics in Society

Typical of dissident activists and
revolutionaries in America, ia a lack of
analysis and understanding of the central role
economics plays in society. It is of paramount
importance to address and change the people' s

economic relationships in order to change any
society. The manner in which people interact in
their personal and public relationships and the
cultures that they evolve, reflect and grow out
of their economic relations, i.e. how the people
work together in meeting their basic needs.
"The basis of culture is economics . " Amilcar
Cabral.

Economic relations can be of only two
types . Either they are based upon relationships
of domination and subjugation or friendly
cooperation and mutual aid. The first types are
based upon private ownership of the means of
production and permit the exploitation of man by
man. This is typical of feudal, slave-owning
and capitalist (including state-capitalist)
societies. The second type of society is based
upon friendly mutual cooperation and assistance
among working people, free of exploitation,
typical of truly socialist societies.

On classifying the Amerikan economic
arrangement, I'll quote another writer, Talib Y.

Rasheed:
Economics is the manner in which

in which we act on nature / ot others
In society to obtain the resources
necessary for survival. In America the
phrase 'act on' applies to people because
that Is how we have been Incultnrated.
The way we are forced to survive Is
the primary influence over how we see
and relate to the people around us.
America is a society of competition,
exploitation and hostile economics.
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